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ABSTRACT

The term filter bubble refers to a phenomenon in which a recommendation
system fails to offer diverse or novel content, and instead offers content that
reinforces particular belief systems. Filter bubbles are considered harmful when
they restrict users’ exposure to diverse content and thereby reinforce potentially
harmful or misinformed ideologies, contribute to the spread of misinformation,
and foster the creation of echo chambers. This thesis proposes a solution to
counteract the effects of filter bubbles by providing users with the option to switch
content feeds with their least similar users’ feed.

The solution was achieved by substituting the correlation coefficient used in
collaborative filtering recommendation systems. An application was developed
to simulate post recommendations for users, initially employing a traditional
collaborative filtering system. This was then followed by a collaborative filtering
system that recommended posts based on the likes of the least similar user to the
current user. User engagement metrics and cognitive mapping metrics were used
to evaluate this solution. If the solution did not negatively affect user engagement
and demonstrated an ability to increase the diversity of users’ bias perception
and promote a more nuanced understanding of bias within the social media
application, it met the requirements of these metrics.

There was an overall increase in user engagement after the users’ feed was
swapped. Moreover, the users’ perception of bias became more diversified,
indicating that the solution prompted a broader awareness of bias within the
social media application users were engaging with. Based on these results, the
proposed solution was deemed as potentially effective in addressing the filter
bubble problem. The solution’s viability was established solely within a simulated
environment. To determine its real-world applicability, it requires further testing
in a naturalistic environment with more participants.

Keywords: Recommendation system, social media network, collaborative
filtering, social media sentiment analysis, bias, perception, valence, content
diversity
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1. INTRODUCTION

Eli Pariser coined the term filter bubble (FB) to describe the result of a social media
feed (SMF) offering users limited content diversity. This limited diversity produces
a personalized information universe which includes certain content categories and
excludes others [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In some cases, the user is only exposed to content
that is ideologically similar to previously engaged with content [3, 6, 7].

FBs arise when social media network (SMN) algorithms and user behaviour
combine to produce SMFs with limited content diversity and low content novelty
[8, 9, 10, 11]. When this phenomenon occurs, the SMF no longer feeds the user SMN
content outside of a limited scope of previously engaged with content categories. This
lack of novel content has social, medical, and political ramifications.

FBs begin with SMN algorithms, which are the filtering techniques through which
content relevancy is determined and relevant content is delivered to users. SMNs are
integral to information exchange in the modern age. They are used for information
dissemination across the globe, and so they play a significant role in shaping users’
cognitive map of the world. A cognitive map is an individual’s mental representation
of their environment [1].

SMN algorithms are curating agents. Their aim is to personalize content to the
individual user. This personalization can lead to machine learning models that amplify
previously held beliefs [5, 12]. The mechanisms of SMN algorithms are hidden to most
users, and so when certain content is excluded from their SMF it goes unnoticed. High
level SMN recommendation system (RS) optimization leads to discarding items that
are not a data fit for the users’ scope of interest inferred by the RS [10]. Content aligned
more with previous attitudes or interests are more likely to be offered. In this way, a
user receiving the same content category or ideologically similar recommendations
can convince them that this content is the only relevant content on offer [2, 9]. An
advantage to this is that users only receive content deemed most relevant and thus
information overload is prevented [10, 13].

The primary consequences of FBs are social and political influence, and propaganda
and misinformation spread. Even a few negative comments from a small population
made towards a particular topic can influence individuals’ opinions [14]. This influence
can grow when algorithms and individual choices regarding which content to engage
with lead to narrowly-sourced feeds with limited opinion diversity [4, 15]. This can
lead to content that "flatters our personal mythologies by reinforcing what we already
know about a particular issue" [4]. A highly curated feed could lead users to feel
like everyone agrees with their opinion and as a consequence of that, create an echo
chamber that may lead to the rejection of alternative views, or never seeing them at all
[1, 15].

This thesis aims to counteract FB effects by adding a feature to SMNs which allows
users to swap SMFs with their least similar user. This means swapping with a user
engaging primarily with content that this user has low to no engagement with. This
thesis tests this feature by implementing a simulated SMF with the user content feed
swap (UCFS) feature, and comparing both user engagement and self-reported bias
perception through user behaviour monitoring and a questionnaire. User engagement
is tested using user behaviour monitoring. Bias is self-reported after users engage in
emotion detection while exploring simulated SMN content, which is the process of
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identifying distinct human emotions such as furious, cheerful, and sad as expressed
by AI-generated user comments related to the SMF content. This can also be called
emotion identification or emotion analysis [16]. This emotion detection is then self-
reported through a two-part questionnaire, wherein emotion is detected before and after
the UCFS.

1.1. Objective and Scope

The purpose of this thesis is to counteract the effects of FBs by providing the user with
novel content by swapping SMFs with their least similar user. The simulated SMF was
implemented using a session-based, memory-based collaborative filtering technique.
The least similar user was determined by choosing the algorithmically-generated user
with the least correlation to the current user.

Two research questions are explored in order to determine the viability of this
solution in counteracting filter bubbles. The first question addresses user engagement.
How is user engagement impacted by the introduction of this solution? More
specifically, is user engagement adversely impacted by the introduction of this
solution? The second question addresses bias perception. How is users’ bias
perception impacted by the introduction of this solution? Is there a change in cognitive
mapping with regards to the simulated social media application? The answers to these
questions determine the viability of this solution.

Two metrics used to evaluate the viability of the UCFS feature in a simulated
environment were user engagement data and user cognitive mapping expansion via
user behaviour data and questionnaire data. User engagement data was obtained by
the SMN simulation through counting, timing, and calculating implicit and explicit
user behaviour instances. A key dimension to evaluating added features with RS
is not negatively impacting user engagement [17, 18]. This would mean that the
feature results in decreased engagement with SMF content. The second metric is user
cognitive map expansion, which refers to users’ self-reported bias detection before
and after the UCFS. Since a user’s cognitive map is their mental representation of
the world presented by the simulated SMF, more nuanced self-reporting or shifts in
perspective indicate an expansion or change in their cognitive mapping of that world.
Expansion was determined through monitoring user behaviour and comparing it to
their self-reported bias perception in the questionnaire.

The results of this thesis are not applicable beyond its described scope. Its viability
in a real-world SMN would need extensive testing with a larger group of participants
beta-testing on content that is more diverse. The results of this thesis demonstrate
potential in a simulated environment. Therefore, the aim would be for future studies
to expand the scope of this thesis and test the UCFS feature in a more naturalistic
environment.

1.2. Structure

Chapter 2 presents background information on the topic of SMNs, RSs, content
filtering, FBs, user engagement, and state-of-the-art approaches to counteracting FBs.
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Chapter 3 details the design and implementation of the simulated SMN, underlying
collaborative filtering techniques, the questionnaire, and the study environment and
participants. Chapter 4 analyzes the data and results of the study. Chapter 5 discusses
the implications and limitations of the results of the study. Chapter 6 concludes with
the overall findings and aims for future studies.
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2. BACKGROUND

This chapter defines the key concepts of this thesis and explores state-of-the-art
techniques to counteract FBs. The first concept defined is SMNs. SMNs are the
platforms from which online information is disseminated to users. The second concept
is RSs. RS are the systems used to determine the relevancy of content and recommend
the most relevant content to users. The third concept is filtering. Filtering is the way
in which content relevancy is deduced. The final concept is FBs. FBs occur when a
user’s SMF becomes heavily filtered in favour of specific niches, topics, or ideologies
through a mix of algorithmic outcomes and user behaviour. This chapter will then
relay the state-of-the-art proposed solutions to counteract FB effects in SMNs.

2.1. Social Media Applications

Social media is a term which encapsulates "web-based or mobile-based Internet
applications that allow the creation, access and exchange of user-generated content that
is ubiquitously accessible" [19]. The majority of SMNs are open source information
sharing platforms [20, 21]. This includes blogs, wikis, podcasts, social media
applications (SMNs), Internet forums, and more [22]. They allow users to share
content, exchange information, and source information in an online space by creating
posts, re-posting posts from other sources, commenting, and interacting with other
users [14, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25].

The term social media network has a more narrow definition than social media. It
refers to "specific types of websites focused on creation and growth of online social
networks which allows users to interact" [26]. The term SMN is used in this thesis
because the networking aspect of social media is most relevant to this thesis’ content.
Networking includes user engagement and user commentary, which are core elements
of this thesis’ evaluation [26].

SMNs have experienced a meteoric rise in popularity over the past two decades
[14, 27]. In 2016, SMNs connected one third of the world’s population [17]. In
2011, approximately two thirds of American online users participated in social media
[26, 28], and by 2016 Americans spent more time on social media than on any other
online activity [18]. In 2013, Twitter had 200 million active users [29]. Facebook
had 2.375 million monthly active users in April 2019. Instagram increased from 90
million to 1000 million monthly active users between January 2013 and June 2018
[30]. Alongside SMNs’ rapid growth, there has been a rapid evolution beyond SMNs
being a simple push service for content [22].

Social media activity includes using sites such as Facebook, TikTok, Twitter,
YouTube, BeReal, Instagram, and more. These sites can be split into four categories
based on their type of content: informational, entertaining, remunerative, and
relational. Informational refers to SMNs used to obtain and source information.
Entertaining refers to SMNs used as an entertainment source. Remunerative refers
to SMNs that can be lucrative and result in monetary gain for users. Finally, relational
refers to SMNs used to stay connected and interact with other users. One SMN can fit
into multiple categories as these categories define how customer motives are satisfied
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during social media use, and a number of motives can be satisfied within a single SMN
session. [17]

The content sharing aspect of SMNs makes them a go-to resource for information
[31], while the networking aspect of SMNs make them a fertile ground for
user interaction and connection. Prior to the boom of SMNs, social interaction
was restricted by cultural and geographical boundaries. Now, SMNs are well-
connected across those boundaries [24]. Increased interaction and connection lead
to communities that can represent physical and virtual presences [27]. Community
formation can also be referred to as clique formation. Cliques are formal
representations of people who are part of an in-crowd [32]. Cliques can be
geographically-based, interest-related, based on shared ideology, and more. Facebook,
for example, can be used to create a digital approximation of an individual’s real-world
social network [33].

While some communities can be represented by SMNs, SMNs are not perfect
representations of communities at large. The population of SMNs is skewed towards
certain nationalities, being younger, more urban or suburban-centric, having a higher
degree of education, and with a higher household income [28]. One study in 2013
found that 89% of online users between the ages of 18 and 29 used SMNs, and that
number decreased as the age bracket increased [23]. In this way, SMN data is better at
representing younger populations than older populations, but even that representation
is divided by income, education, geography, and more.

This poor representation can be broken down even further based on user
engagement. Active participants represent only a small portion of the population of
Internet users. 90% of users lurk while 1% engage a lot, and 9% engage a little.
Lurking refers to not sharing or commenting, but instead consuming media passively
by scrolling or clicking through posts. [21]

Nonetheless, the high degree of SMN use across the globe makes it an excellent
source for data mining user information. Increased traffic leads to increased data
mining opportunities for user profiling and content recommendation [34]. It also
means increased opportunity to define and cultivate public sentiment. For example,
SMN engagement was used to detect social tension – when a group expresses
dissatisfaction towards an existing situation – in Russia between January 1, 2017,
and June 31, 2017 using Vkontakte, a popular SMN in Russia [35]. Using a support
vector machine for text classification, researchers analyzed comments and user profiles
to find common information between users on social and political topics such as
unemployment, corruption, crimes, and inflation. They found that the user groups
exhibiting the most social tension where 17-30 year old men and 18-29 year old women
in highly populated regions of Russia [35]. In this way, SMNs are ripe for social and
emotional sentiment analysis.

Users perform sentiment analysis on their own when engaging with content.
Through SMN content they form impressions and come to conclusions about the
world and sources of information they engage with [29]. Digital writing and shared
content are not neutral by nature, they are “constructed [...] with a range of ideologies,
differences, and politics at play” [36]. Those constructions are then observed by users,
processed, and lead to cementing or shifting perceptions. The constructions they
engage with are not limited to individual construction either, just as SMNs are not
limited to self-published or user-generated content [22].
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Organizations around the world use SMNs such as Facebook and YouTube for
brand management and communication [14]. This includes political organizations and
political parties using SMNs for campaigning and transmitting political information
[37]. Users trust in SMNs and increased use of them gives them strong information
dissemination and marketing potential.

These potentials have been actualized across the world, and have therefore had real-
world social and political impacts [37]. For example, in the 2008 American and 2009
Iranian presidential elections, online marketing was a pivotal part of campaigning.
SMNs have affected social change in the United States, Canada, Iran, Pakistan, China,
Egypt, Malaysia, and more [26]. Political parties and organizations across the globe
have utilized SMNs as part of their campaigning [26].

SMNs have also been used for misinformation campaigns, misbehaviour, and
aggressive behaviour. This includes cyber-bullying, spam distribution, and spreading
of malware [24]. When users’ trust in certain sources of online information is low,
information designed to correct information disseminated from low-trust sources may
spread via SMNs. One example of this is students using SMN to educate themselves
and compare sources during the learning process [23]. Another example is the case of
the 2011 Egyptian revolution, wherein users lost trust in official statements from their
government and turned to SMNs such as Facebook and Twitter to gather information
they deemed more trustworthy [26]. In this case, an online community was formed
that revolved around the creation and spread of information correction through SMNs.

This can extend beyond individuals or organizations. Consumers are paying an
increasing amount of attention to the level of data and information manipulation of
online platforms such as Google, Facebook, and Twitter [18, 38]. It is not just the
content or sources being deemed trustworthy or untrustworthy, but also the ways in
which information is disseminated and sources are presented to consumers.

2.2. Recommendation Systems

A recommendation is a list of top-n items that a user is most likely to engage with
[13, 39, 40]. RSs are the systems through which recommendations are determined and
offered to users. They are found in modern applications that use huge collections of
items and must somehow determine which of those hundreds, thousands, millions, or
billions of items to offer users [41].

The amount of digital information available online is growing at an exponential rate.
This has accelerated in the last few decades. When searching for a particular item,
there may be thousands to millions of potential matches within a given system. This
can be referred to as the information overload problem [42]. RSs exist to reduce the
amount of data offered to users, thus minimizing the information overload problem
[12, 41, 42, 43]. RS design seeks to reduce the complexity of that task [13].

RSs are beneficial for both users and providers. Users are benefited because the
amount of data offered is reduced, thus making the results of search and discovery less
overwhelming. They also benefit users by refining results to be more relevant. For
example, if a user profile indicates that a user is elderly, they may receive will-writing
services in their ads [12].
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RSs can benefit online information providers by increasing sales and views [42].
Providers employ RSs in order to retain users and have them browse additional
content in their service. As users browse additional services, products, or content,
they may engage with or purchase those services, products, or content, thus creating
opportunities for user retention that would not have arisen otherwise.

E-commerce services often employ RSs to improve their revenue [41]. Amazon
once reported that 35% of its sales came from recommendations [11]. In 2012,
Netflix reported that 75% of the content users watched came from recommendations
[11]. Recommendations and the systems that create them are integral to many online
services’ continued performance.

Continued performance can be defined through several concepts. Confidence is
one such concept, which refers to the system’s trust in its own recommendations or
predictions. User trust is another concept, which is the user’s trust in their system’s
recommendations. Novelty refers to how many novel or new recommendations are
offered to the user. This means recommendations for items users did not previously
know existed. Serendipity is the measure of how surprising a recommendation’s
success is. Similarity is how similar the recommended items are to each other.
Diversity is the opposite of similarity, and refers to how different items are to each
other. [41]

RSs can be evaluated based on how well they balance the above concepts. They can
also be evaluated based on how well they achieve the goals of the service employing
them [41]. Depending on the complexity of the system, both can be difficult to achieve.

The least complex version of an RS is a session-based RS that adjusts
recommendations within a single session for a single user. A session-based RS
recommends within a clearly bounded period of time. This thesis uses a session-based
RS. A real-time RS employed in a real-world system is subject to unique challenges.
The setting within which items are collected may change rapidly. Trends in interest in
certain items may shift overtime. Long-term user interest patterns and changes to data
collection may add additional complexities [41]. Trends, interest patterns, and user
preferences are concepts related to determining content relevancy.

The recommended content shown to a user is determined through its calculated
relevancy. Its relevancy is calculated by an RS. RSs use one or more approaches to
recommend content by calculating or modelling relevancy based on content data, other
users’ interactions with that content, users’ past behaviour, and more. A hybrid RS will
use two or more of these metrics in order to determine content relevancy.

Figure 1 showcases four ways of calculating content relevancy with increasing
complexity. In the figure, I represents an item of content, U represents the user
profile, Y represents the user’s interaction history with previous items, and P is the
calculated preference – which then determines content relevancy – used to recommend
an item. The four ways of calculating content relevancy are: (a) non-personalized item
recommendation (b) user-item similarity matching (c) user-to-item causality matching
(d) user-to-item causality matching with previous user interaction history acting as a
mediator [44].

The type of RS calculation from Figure 1 that is most relevant to this thesis is
(d) user-to-item causality matching with previous user interaction history acting as
a mediator. User interaction history includes user behaviour data. SMNs will often
monitor user behaviour and gather data about user behaviour in order to determine
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user preferences and to better personalize their recommendations [9, 10, 11, 45, 46].
This process is called RS personalization [10].

Figure 1. Four ways of calculating content relevancy adapted from
[44].

RS personalization is used by many SMNs, including Facebook and Twitter [10, 47].
In this case, RSs rely on input from users in order to recommend items [44]. The more
user input, the more personalized and relevant the recommendations can become. User
input can include explicit and implicit feedback.

Explicit feedback includes direct user reporting such as rating items, liking items,
answering in-service questionnaires that indicate their interest in certain items, and so
on. Explicit feedback is one way of avoiding the cold start problem [41]. When a user
first starts using a service they have no user profile to draw recommendations from,
hence resulting in a cold start [39, 41, 42, 48]. To overcome this, some services will
make the user choose preferred item categories when they make an account, resulting
in an initial user profile which can be used to recommend relevant items [41].

Implicit user feedback is obtained by observing and monitoring user behaviour.
User behaviour can include dwell time on items, the number of times a user returns
to the service within a particular time period, etc [49]. That feedback is produced
in the background by user behaviour. In return, more content is recommended, thus
producing more implicit feedback.

Beyond the personalization achieved through user input and data, current RSs may
also use contextual data in order to make recommendations. For example, a travel
site may suggest travelling to a particular destination based on the weather and season
of the year [40]. RSs are continuously expanding what data is used to better refine
recommendations, and this data often goes beyond the current users’ feedback.

As a result of the feedback loop of user feedback, recommendation refinement, user
feedback, and more recommendation refinement, RSs now have a greater influence
on user choices than peers or experts do [11]. They influence what media, products,
consumables, etc. a user sees, and therefore has the option to engage with or
understand.

Information providers seek to maintain and cultivate this feedback loop. At
YouTube, the main measure of success of an algorithm change is whether it better
convinces the user to watch additional videos after their first video has finished [8].
This involves dissecting what user behaviours are indications of continued interest,
and what videos would best retain or increase that interest [8]. Narrowing down which
videos to present from a large database of possibilities is called filtering.
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Recommending and filtering are separate concepts within RSs. In a
recommendation, while the recommended items are prioritized, irrelevant items can
still be found [10]. For example, if the user scrolls beyond the recommended items in
a site’s interface. In filtering, recommended items are shown and irrelevant items are
not displayed at all. They remain hidden from the user [10].

The three widely used techniques for filtering are content-based filtering,
collaborative filtering (CF), and hybrid filtering [40]. An RS that employs content-
based filtering recommends items to users based on the item description and the user’s
interests in their user profile [50]. A hybrid system combines content-based filtering
and CF, expanded upon in the following section. The type of recommendation system
filtering focused on in this thesis is CF.

2.3. Collaborative Filtering

CF works by leveraging collaborative behaviours of users to predict the behaviour of a
target user [39, 43, 44, 51]. The basic logic behind CF is that if user A and user B like
similar items, then user A is more likely to like other items liked by user B. Therefore,
unseen items that have been liked by user B are shown to user A. Users are assumed
to be collaborative in nature and thus can be matched based on how their behaviours
correlate in a system.

In Figure 2, three users are represented as U1, U2, and U3, and three items are
represented as I1, I2, and I3. Figure 2 demonstrates the effects of a high correlation
between U1 and U3 when deciding which item to recommend to U1. Users U1, U2, and
U3 have all liked I1. Thus, they have 1 liked item in common. U1 and U3 have also
liked I2. Therefore, U1 and U3 have 2 liked items in common, and because they have
more in common, their likes can be seen as being highly correlated. U3 has also liked
I3. Because of the high correlation between U1 and U3 liked items, when it is time to
recommend an item, the system recommends I3 to U1.

Figure 2. An example of high
correlation between users leading
to a CF recommendation.

CF is one of the most common approaches to personalized recommendation
and is used by many real-world systems. For example, Amazon uses CF for its
recommendations [11, 44, 49]. CF is broadly-used because it is robust in performance
and scalable even with high dimensional data [52, 42]. It also reduces conventional
popularity bias, which is the phenomenon that occurs when an RS assigns a higher
rank to popular items, at the expense of less popular items, regardless of whether
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those items would be better liked by the current user [52]. However, while CF can
be scalable, scalability issues still persist on massive data sets [42]. In addition, CF
suffers from the cold start problem discussed in the previous section [41]. When there
are too few user interactions, RSs that employ CF can struggle to recommend relevant
content.

CF is a means of relating items and users. In RSs, users and items exist as completely
different entities. There are two main approaches to CF: memory-based CF and model-
based CF. Both involve predicting which items users will find most relevant, but
predictions are formed in different ways. So while both memory-based CF and model-
based CF compute similarity between users and/or items, their ways of computing are
different.

Memory-based (also known as neighbour-based) CF involves computing similarity
and then storing that computed similarity to memory in order to produce new
recommendations [42]. Instead of using a model, it accesses a database of user-
provided ratings or likes in order to find correlations between users and items [53]. It
can be user-based or item-based. User-based relates users’ user preferences in order to
recommend. Item-based recommends items similar to items the user liked previously
[53]. Equation 1 describes how memory-based CF works:

S(u, i) =

∑
v∈U rui

|U |
(1)

Where S(u,i) is the similarity score of the user and item, rui are the ratings of the
users and items, v is the other user, U are all the other users, and |U | is the total number
of users.

Memory-based is also called neighbour-based because it uses the neighbourhood
approach. This approach focuses on the relationship between items and users. For
example, it may determine the preference of one user to one item based on their
ratings of similar items, hence determining the most similar neighbouring items or
most similar neighbouring users [49].

The neighbourhood approach is the approach used in this thesis. While this thesis
uses memory-based, user-based CF in order to produce recommendations, model-
based CF is used more and more by major players in RSs and is therefore highly
relevant to the real-world viability of the solution offered within this thesis. Model-
based CF applies a pre-built model in order to predict user preferences. One example
is using latent factor models, including matrix factorization. This method transforms
items and users to the same latent factor space [42, 49]. It takes global effects, extracts
regional correlations, and then fills in the missing value. That filled-in missing value
is the recommendation [44].

There are many other possible model-based approaches. For example, clustering is
another approach which involves splitting users into sub-clusters in order to distinguish
meaningful groups that may exist within them [39]. From those meaningful groups,
better similarity scores may be drawn. Another method of combining user-items into
similarity scores is neural CF [44]. This refers to the use of a neural network (NN) in a
model-based CF system. NNs and deep learning are becoming more and more popular
for RSs that use CF.

Deep learning has revolutionized RSs through Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), and many more innovative NN techniques
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[51]. These NNs are used to form models which can extract facts in user-item matrices
[48]. They are used to demonstrate "nonlinear and linear relationships between users
and items" [54]. Deep learning techniques perform better than other machine-learning
techniques because of a few factors, including big data, and being able to predict next
locations by incorporating many features and parameters [54]. Since they work much
better in practice, NN-based approaches to CF are much more common now [42].
While memory-based and model-based machine learning CF is still used in RSs today,
they are steadily being fazed out by deep learning techniques.

2.4. Filter Bubbles

FB is a term used to describe limited content diversity in a user’s SMF. Eli Pariser was
the first researcher to coin the term [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The lack of content diversity in
FBs can be broken down further into three dimensionalities of information diversity
[3]. The first is source diversity, which is when the content sources are not diverse. To
explain this, if 100 pieces of news are sourced from only 1 news source, that content
has low source diversity. Content diversity is when the format, demographic, and views
of content are not diverse. Exposure diversity is when the audience reached and users
consuming an item are not diverse [3]. This thesis will focus on counteracting low
content diversity.

There are several theories as to why low content diversity happens. One theory is
selective exposure theory, which suggests that users are interested in content that is
considered consistent with their previously held beliefs or attitudes. [12]. If users only
engage with content that is consistent with their beliefs or attitudes, then more of that
content is likely to be offered by RSs.

When users primarily engage with particular forms of content, they can develop
online communities who also engage primarily with that content. These communities
can form around similar interests, views, locations, and more. [27]. It is possible that
FBs, and communities of users experiencing similar FBs, are a byproduct of selective
user behaviour.

Homogeneous groups form offline in similar ways, through "geographical, cultural,
professional, and interest-based associations" [55]. Similar cloistering of individuals
occurs online. Users view similar posts, comment on those posts, and read and share
between one another forming cloisters of similarly-minded, geographically close, etc.
communities [22]. When these cloisters are very tight-knit, the similarity of content in
these cloisters points to the existence of "echo chambers" or "filter bubbles" in SMNs
[55, 15].

FBs may also be attributed to the algorithms themselves [56]. Since RS algorithms
are designed to retain users, the type of content that they consistently engage with is
more likely to be offered to them. Going beyond RS design, there are representational
inequalities in SMN content that may be reflected in the recommendations of RSs
which contribute to the FB phenomenon.

For example, if an algorithm favours posts with more engagement when
recommending, this can lead to rural-urban bias. Rural users participate in SMNs
significantly less than urban users. When content goes viral, they are less likely to
be represented in the engagement that led to the content going viral [56]. One study
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found a consistent urban bias across Twitter. There were 3.5 times more Twitter users
per capita in urban areas than in rural areas. There was also a much higher density of
tweets in urban areas [56]. Biases like population bias can contribute to the FB effect
when they are not properly mitigated by RS algorithms.

Some research rejects the concept of FBs [12, 57]. One study indicated that
individual choices, and not algorithms, can "limit exposure to attitude challenging
content in the context of Facebook" [12]. Another suggests that popularity-opportunity
bias can explain the FB phenomenon, as when an item is more popular it is more likely
to be recommended. This can lead to user-side popularity-opportunity bias or item-
side popularity-opportunity bias [52]. When looking at recommendation diversity in
various communities, one study found that most users use platforms for a very specific
purpose, which can appear like a FB in data. For example, a user interested in football
may use their Twitter account to only interact with sports messages because they are
uninterested in other things, and come to Twitter specifically for sports [57].

It may also be that users are already exposed to differing content. Users cohabitate
online in communities with friends that hold differing opinions. One study found
that 73% of SMN users said that they disagreed with a friend’s post recently [55].
This suggests that individuals are willingly exposed to differing opinions as a routine
occurrence. However, one study found that participants who perceived their friends as
holding different viewpoints to them engaged less with Facebook than those who had
more opinion similarity in their Facebook network [55].

One study asserts that FBs are not only dense communities with similar preferences,
but that when analyzing data of such communities they present a different structure.
For filter bubble communities, central nodes were followed unidirectionally by
peripheral nodes, while for other communities, central nodes tended to interact with
others bidirectionally [58]. Since the influence of algorithms versus individual choice
are not known, this thesis focuses on counteracting whatever percentage of impact
algorithms have on individual choice.

2.4.1. Adverse Effects

Another definition of FBs is a digital world within which a user is exposed to
only ideologically similar content [3]. This is the definition most relevant to the
ethical implications of FBs. A critical aspect of human intelligence is considering
and adapting to new information, and FBs trap users in an unchanging information
environment [11]. RSs can be a tool to help users explore new information that they
are not aware of, and conversely they can also feed users the same information [59, 60].
Feeding users the same information leads to FBs. One advantage of FBs is that they can
counteract SMN data overload by making it easier for users to get relevant information
faster. However, there are many social, political, and ethical disadvantages [10].

FBs have strong effects socially and politically. Public opinion of social issues
can be influenced by users being trapped in FBs. For example, there are findings to
suggest that individuals who deny the seriousness of climate change are in a SMN FB
[12]. FBs also have strong political impacts. SMNs have become critical influences
in democratic societies because they are a primary means through which citizens
and organizations share political information [61]. When users are exposed to new
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political information, it is a learning opportunity [37]. Echo chambers caused by FBs
hinder access to different or dissenting views. Exposure to diverse opinion makes
both individuals and society more informed as a whole [55]. A basic tenet of political
theory of democracy is that the electorate must be informed, and the way in which the
electorate are informed is important [37].

SMNs have "affected political elections and induced social changes in the United
states and Canada, Iran, Pakistan, China, and Malaysia" [26]. SMNs played a major
role in the Arab spring uprisings [13]. In 2016, 44% of the general population of
the United States stated that they got their news from Facebook [1]. This has had
political impacts, for example in the 2016 United States elections [12]. Fake news was
a large part of the July 2018 Zimbabwe elections, wherein hoaxes, propaganda, and
disinformation were widespread on SMNs [62]. Another series of political impacts
were Bolsonaro, Trump, Brexit, as well as many other populist political phenomena
[63]. Exposure to diverse information is not only important for citizens, but also
politicians and leaders. They are not immune to the FB effect [1].

The result of political FBs can mean a loss of common ground political discourse,
which can result in fragmenting of online populations due to different groups being
exposed only to certain information [4]. This is referred to as group polarization,
and the information available to groups promotes extreme views or behaviours, this
can lead to extremism [64]. SMNs have played a large role in Polish public debate
becoming more polarized and radicalized. [1]. SMNs have become key components
of online strategy for extremist political groups, due to having direct access to various
audiences for both radicalization and recruitment [65].

As an example, there is evidence to suggest that YouTube’s algorithm easily leads
down an extremist rabbit hole. When users clicked just a few mildly conservative
forms of content, users were immersed in far-right content within just a few clicks
[8, 65]. This is one way in which a user may become enveloped in an extreme right
FB in an SMN. This is important because mass shooting attacks worldwide have been
traced back to far-right online communities like some 8chan communities, wherein
users reinforce racist beliefs and claim violence as the only remedy [8].

FBs are relevant here because of source and content diversity. Some sources
of information may be privileged by having higher engagement and shares, thus
leading to some sources have algorithmic authority. This is important because not all
sources operate in good faith, and not all sources are even human. Some accounts,
called bots, can hijack certain algorithmic dimensions such as capitalizing on the
popularity-opportunity bias of an algorithm, and boost engagement for a post making
it more likely to spread [4]. Some sources are intentionally misleading, while
others are accidental or unintended. Incorrect information can go viral while correct
information is unseen. Since SMN RS algorithms do not act as moderators of correct
information, SMN landscapes can lead to a blur between expertise, general knowledge,
disinformation, and misinformation [61]. Misinformation is false information shared
without intent to harm, and disinformation is false information shared with intent to
harm [66]. In this way, filtering in RSs can become inhibitors of exposure to diverse
information.

The blur between public opinion and expertise extends to the medical field. If
an individual is searching for medical information online, they will be exposed to a
plethora of information from a variety of sources with no method of determining which
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information is expert knowledge and what information is misinformed [61]. Health
misinformation is rampant across the internet [61, 67]. If expert sources are not going
viral to the same extent as misinformation, or are entirely hidden from certain SMFs
and communities, then that misinformation can spread without push back. This is a
threat to public health because it "hinders the delivery of evidence-based medicine,
negatively affects patient-physician relationships, and can result in increased risk of
death" [67].

There are many examples of health misinformation across SMNs. Between 2018-
2019 nearly one-third of popular SMN cancer articles contained misinformation and
76.7% contained information that can be considered harmful [67]. SMNs were a main
platform of information dissemination when it came to coronavirus conversations. The
anti-quarantine and anti-vaxxer movements were key conversation pieces on SMNs.
[68, 69] Health misinformation related to immunisation was spread through SMNs [66,
70, 71]. Misinformation dissemination has become an issue for chronic illness [70],
cardiovascular disease [70], home birthing [25], diabetes [70], the effects of smoking
[70], and many more medical subjects.

Communities may also have beliefs reinforced due to not seeing outside sources. An
example of this is pro-eating disorder online groups. Mutual support between members
reinforces opinions and views, and the more enclosed the information spread between
members is the more habit and opinion reinforcement can happen [70]. Another
example is how speculative online movements surrounding price movements can steer
public sentiment towards cryptocurrency [14, 72, 73]. Another example is the impact
on creatives, who are likely to come across the same references when conceptualizing
or creating art [7]. Adolescents’ identities on SMNs are important links for their
personal identity, and what they see on SMNs can reflect in their growth [74]. Each of
these are examples of the social, political, and ethical impacts that FBs can have.

2.4.2. Proposed Solutions

Several attempts have been made across the years to both diagnose and counteract
FBs. The existence of FBs is still contested, and therefore criterion to diagnose FBs is
essential to counteracting them. One study presents a fairness criterion wherein inter-
group links are represented in a predicted link prediction algorithm output, the result
of which demonstrates whether group diversity is high or low. Low group diversity
would then lead to a diagnosis of an FB [5].

Beyond diagnosis, many strides have been taken to improve business models and
algorithms of SMNs by researching models and frameworks [38]. Research to combat
FBs falls into this category, and is comprised of research aiming to improve diversity
by enhancing algorithms and research into improving user awareness of RSs and FBs.
There are two aspects of proposed solutions to combat FBs: solutions meant to increase
diversity through algorithms and solutions meant to promote RS awareness in users.

An example of a solution that seeks to enhance algorithms is a study that proposes
using a convolutional and dense-layer matrix factorization (CDMF) model with
adaptive diversity regularization in RSs. This means regulating and adapting to achieve
higher amounts of content diversity based on how the algorithm processes similarities
[64]. A similar study presents the idea of interest-based stream filtering to allow for
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more diversity exposure [75]. Another discusses maximizing the amount of serendipity
in RSs [9, 10]. Serendipity refers to RSs that offer a mix of diverse, novel, and relevant
content when recommending without being weighted in favour of one or two of the
three dimensions more heavily [9].

One solution is to institute better moderation and detection of social bots in SMNs.
Social bots are accounts that boost disinformation and misinformation. By moderating
them their influence can be mitigated [70]. Another solution related to correcting
misinformation spread is collaboration. A high level of caution should be carried out
in efforts to correct misinformation, and so related solutions may require collaboration
between computer scientists, psychologists, medical professionals, social scientists,
and many more [66].

Other solutions focus on building better user awareness of FBs. Awareness can mean
developing tools and techniques to encourage users to explore more diverse content by
making them aware of their own bubble [76]. One example is using visualizations to
show users what categories of content they are shown. One study found that through
visualization, users were more aware of and had a better understanding of how filtering
worked. It also allowed users to feel more in control of the data they were streaming
[10].

Algorithmic operations are commonly hidden in SMNs. Users are not aware of RS
operations and thus are at the mercy of these algorithms. One solution is to make them
more in control and aware by putting them at the helm of certain operations [13]. This
is one such solution adopted in this thesis, in that users get the choice to implement the
UCFS by pressing a button.

2.5. Evaluation Metrics

There are two primary metrics used to evaluate the UCFS proposed in this thesis. The
first is user engagement, including passive and active engagement. The second is how
well the proposed solution expands the user’s cognitive map. These two metrics are
explained in this section.

2.5.1. Expanding the User’s Cognitive Map

One category of proposed solutions for counteracting the effects of FBs is increased
awareness and information diversity. This includes expanding user’s cognitive maps.
As users explore posts on SMNs, they form impressions regarding the SMN content
they observe [29]. These impressions form into the user’s cognitive mapping of
the world around them. A cognitive map is an user’s mental representation of their
environment [1].

Cognitive mapping can be influenced by content, post titles, the sequence of content
consumed, by comments, and by many other factors. This thesis utilizes comments as
a means of revealing bias to users and expanding their cognitive mapping of the SMN
environment they are consuming. The comments on a post refer to shared thoughts of
other users or bots connected to a post.
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Comments on posts can influence user judgements. One study found that when users
read positive comments towards a company, their overall evaluation of the company
was more positive. Conversely, a single negative comment affected the company’s
reputation negatively [14].

FBs can be defined as a lack of information diversity, and that information includes
commentary. By exposing users to more diverse content, and therefore expanding that
information diversity, their information universe or cognitive mapping may expand as
well [10].

2.5.2. User Engagement

User engagement is a core aspect of SMN RS algorithms and research into RSs [17,
18]. SMNs try to attract an audience through their content [17]. A larger audience
stems from more engagement. An immature recommendation system can harm user
experience and therefore harm engagement [45]. YouTube’s RS, for example, is not
built on partisanship. It is built to prioritize and enhance user engagement [8]. Social
media companies strive to increase engagement and usage, and will not implement
algorithms that decrease engagement.

There are three main pillars of engagement: consumption, participation, and
production [31]. In order to enhance engagement, there must be content being
produced, consumed by an audience, and participated with by an audience. An
example of user engagement is how often users use an SMN. 63% of Facebook users
log onto the site at least once a day, 57% of Instagram users visit Instagram once a day,
and 46% of Twitter users use Twitter daily [18].

User engagement is not evenly distributed. Some users engage with content
significantly more than others [31]. One reason for this is how long a user has used
the SMN. YouTube found that the number of years a user used its site was negatively
predictive of liking behaviours [31].

The Uses and Gratification theory can be used to explain the motivations behind
SMN engagement [17, 18]. Users are motivated to use SMNs for a variety of reasons.
Different uses include entertainment, relaxation, information sharing, and more, and
produce different amounts of engagement. For example, informative content leads to
less user engagement than emotional or philanthropic content [17].

Engagement may also be impacted by effort. An action that takes more effort may
occur less than an action that takes less effort. For example, a retweet takes less
time than replying to a tweet on Twitter. Different amount of engagement can also
be influenced by the levels of effort required [18]. RSs may take this into account, and
give engagement that takes more effort a higher weight [18].

User engagement can be broken down further into passive and active user
engagement [31]. Passive engagement can also be called lurking, wherein a user does
not post or comment or like, and instead clicks and reads. Active engagement is the
opposite. It includes active actions such as liking or commenting [31, 30]. Engagement
analysis can be broken down into instant metrics and delayed metrics. Traditional RSs
optimize for instant metrics like click through rate, which is the rate at which users
click through posts. In modern RSs, delayed metrics are included as optimization
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measures. Delayed metrics include dwell time, depth of post-viewing, and so on. Both
instant and delayed metrics are taken into account in this thesis [45].

Engagement is not maximized in this thesis. There are many factors that impact
user engagement are not included in this thesis. One factors is users being unable to
produce their own posts and comments. Having a "voice by contributing content" may
spark further engagement [18]. The responses of other users to user created comments
and posts may also impact engagement. One study found that when users disagreed
in the comments it led to more engagement [77]. Chains of communication, where
individuals reply to one another in a chain, may be important aspects of engagement.
This may be because a reciprocal motivation is added to the equation [78]. This thesis
does not include direct participation or the possibility of reply chains, thus it is not
optimized to maximize engagement.

However, certain factors are optimized for. For example, interface optimization is
considered in order to increase user engagement. Interfaces should be intuitive and
simple to use [18]. Content format may also play a factor in user engagement and what
social media platforms users choose to engage with [30]. In this thesis, the interface
design is kept intuitive, however the content is in a uniform format and that may impact
engagement.

One ethical note here is that user engagement is not always defined as a good thing.
Over-consumption of SMN content can lead to addiction [18]. There is always a
consideration of whether or not engagement is something that should ethically always
be striven for, and if a perpetual increase is a good thing. [18]

2.6. Challenges

There are several challenges to consider in this thesis. The first is that the
proposed solution may prove unnecessary for many users. Some users may be more
conscientious searchers who are more likely to use structured information-seeking
approaches and dismiss tools like a UCFS. They may have broader interests and be
open to information without the need for tools to counteract FBs, thus making the tool
irrelevant for a certain subset of users. One study found that heavy users of social
media tend to have high levels of openness to new information already [23].

One of the major hurdles in implementing a new tool within a SMN is the potential
resistance that may be encountered from users. This resistance can stem from a variety
of factors. Two factors are the magnitude and speed of the change being made. The
more significant the change, and the quicker it happens, the greater the likelihood of
user backlash [79]. This can result in a decrease in user trust in the system, which can
ultimately lead to decreased engagement with the platform. One way of mitigating
this issue is making the tool voluntary. This would allow user to opt-in to algorithmic
changes rather than being forced into them.

Additionally, it is essential to consider potential misunderstandings that users may
have regarding the new algorithmic content curation system. Misunderstandings
of algorithmically-driven content curation systems have been documented [37].
Therefore, careful consideration of the effects of any algorithmic change must be
taken into account to ensure that the integrity of the RS is maintained and that user
trust in the system is not eroded. These factors, in addition to those mentioned earlier,
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highlight the importance of approaching any changes to the system with a thoughtful
and measured strategy to minimize any negative consequences.
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3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter describes the design and implementation of this thesis’ proposed solution
to counteract FBs: the UCFS. The UCFS is implemented by simulating a SMA that
uses a session-based RS. Since there is no networking component to the application,
it can be considered an SMA instead of an SMN. Before the SMA could be created,
certain components were generated using AI and their generation and evaluation are
discussed first in this section. Following the AI section, each design requirement of
the SMA is discussed and its implementation details are explained such as code flow,
features, and calculations. In addition, this chapter will describe the questionnaire
given to users as they used the simulated SMA. Finally, this chapter will describe
the study environment, participant information, consent and confidentiality, and other
study-specific topics.

3.1. AI Generation and Evaluation

Two components of the simulated SMA were AI-generated for this thesis. The first
generated content was posts. Posts are the main content consumed by users while
browsing the SMA. The second generated component was comments. Comments were
batch-generated and then semi-randomly assigned to each post. Each post contains a
unique image. Each comment section contains a unique sequence of comments, though
there can be duplicate comments between different posts.

3.1.1. Content Generation and RGBA Validation

Images were chosen as the type of content for the simulated SMA. No other form
of content was used for posts. Some studies indicate that user engagement can be
heavily impacted by the type of post, such as whether it is an image or a video [30].
Images were chosen because image content stimulates higher consumer engagement –
specifically likes, comments, and shares – compared to richer media content such as
videos [30]. Mixing different forms of content was not chosen in order to not add an
additional outside factor that could influence user engagement into the thesis. It was
important that a mixed media format did not influence the results.

Another reason why images were chosen is that they are simple to generate in large
batches. All images were AI-generated using various free programs that use text
prompts for image generation. These programs use deep learning to generate new
images based on a text input. This is called text-to-image generation [80].

The programs used were NightCafe, Hotpot, Replicate, and Wombo. Different
programs were used to add variety to the generated posts. NightCafe awards 5 credits
for 5 AI generated posts each day, and so 10 posts were generated using NightCafe
over a span of two days. Hotpot and Replicate accounted for 15 of the generated posts.
Wombo was the primary image generation program used due to being able to generate
posts with multiple different art styles and unlimited generation per day.

200 posts were generated for this thesis. If a RS simulation has too few items, a
study cannot properly model the complex ecosystem of users interacting with an RS
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[11]. 200 was chosen because it was a large enough size that it was unlikely that users
would exhaust the supply of posts before completing their session.

The same prompts were used for all image generation. The two prompts used for
warm-toned image generation were:

1. Generate 5 images that are warm-toned

2. Generate 5 images that are mostly red

The two prompts used for cool-toned image generation were:

1. Generate 5 images that are cool-toned

2. Generate 5 images that are mostly blue

While the prompts included warm or cool or red or blue, it was important to include
further validation that users could definitively distinguish which posts were cool-toned
and which posts were warm-toned. This is because cool and warm are the binary from
which users are meant to discern bias. For example, if comments were more positive
or negative towards cool-toned posts before, or after, the UCFS. This bias perception
is a major component of the cognitive map metric used to evaluate if the UCFS can
counteract FBs.

The following helper script was created to validate the colour profiles of the AI-
generated images:

Algorithm 1. RGBA Colour Validation for AI-Generated Images
Input : a list of Pillow Images img of size 50
Output: logs of RGBA values

1 for i← 0 to 200− 1 do
2 get Image← i
3 convert to RGBA← i
4 resize to 1x1 Image← i
5 if img[i](0,0)[0]>img[i](0,0)[2]+img[i](0,0)[2] then
6 dominant colour = warm
7 else
8 if img[i](0,0)[2]>img[i](0,0)[0]+img[i](0,0)[0] then
9 dominant colour = cool

10 end
11 if then
12 ambiguous tone
13 end
14 end
15 end

If the image had double the amount of blue in the RGBA scale compared to red and
green, then it was validated as cool. If the image had double the amount of red in the
RGBA scale compared to blue and green, it was validated as warm. If the image had an
ambiguous tone, then its file name was printed and the file tone was manually altered
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using Photoshop. The file was then rerun through the script until it was either warm
or cool-toned. Once the tone was clear, the file was relabelled so that the file name
would indicate its tone. Examples of a file name are warm1 or cool56. This process
ensured that the tones were distinguishable by file name and that users would have no
problem visually distinguishing which posts were considered warm, and which posts
were considered cool.

3.1.2. Comment Generation and Sentiment Analysis

A key component of this thesis is bias perception and how it contributes to users’
cognitive mapping. In order to perceive bias, language must be used that can be
detected as biased in one direction or another. As users examine posts on SMAs they
can have impressions and make evaluations or judgements regarding the posts [29].
Comments are one such way that judgements are made. People’s perception of the
positive and negative qualities of comments can vary widely, and this perception is
referred to as comment valence or the perceived goodness or badness of comments
[14]. In the case of this thesis, comment valence refers to whether the comments are
positive or negative.

One study found that when users read positive comments towards a company, their
overall evaluation of the company was more positive. This study also found that one
negative comment could sufficiently affect the company’s reputation negatively [14].
Reading comments can also re-contextualize or endorse previously held views [21].
That is why in this study, comments are the primary means through which bias is
revealed to users.

Two SMA functionalities related to comments that are not featured in this SMA
are comment replies and liking comments. User votes such as liking comments are
another form of user engagement [22]. However, in this thesis comments are a passive
experience used to determine bias perception of users.

Determining bias in user-generated comments is challenging, as the data is often
highly unstructured. Ordinary language can be ambiguous as it uses slang, colloquial
language, abbreviations, situational context, and much more [20]. User-generated
comments can even be offensive or aggressive and insult observers [81]. The aim in
this thesis is to have all sentiment directed towards posts and not observing users. The
goal is to have users look for emotional indicators in sentiments in the comments. An
example would be "gloom, fear, trust, uncertainty, anger, stress" as negative indicators
[29].

AI comment generation using a natural language processing tool eliminates the
need for manual sentiment analysis and is designed to not include insulting language
[82]. The natural language processing tool used in this thesis is ChatGPT version
3. ChatGPT has the ability to generate grammatically flawless and seemingly-human
replies to different types of questions and prompts [83]. It was released on November
30, 2022, by OpenAI, and was fine-tuned from the previous GPT version with
Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF) [83, 84, 85, 86]. ChatGPT
understands the meaning and intent of a query, and responds appropriately. It was
trained on human conversations and so learnt the patterns and nuance of human
language [83, 84]. Thus, it is a good tool for generating text meant to elicit sentiment.
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By default, ChatGPT expresses less emotion in responses, [84, 85] and so queries were
specifically asking for emotional responses.

The prompts used were repeated 2 times for each variation. The prompts used are
as follows:

• Produce 15 comments that do not repeat, which are [positive/negative] towards
a [cool/warm] post.

• Produce 15 comments that are one word long and do not repeat, which are
[positive/negative] towards a [cool/warm] post.

• Produce 15 comments that are one sentence long and do not repeat, which are
[positive/negative] towards a [cool/warm] post.

To simulate the FB effect, comments were heavily biased. They were either entirely
positive or entirely negative towards a post. If the comments were positive, the post
was coded as 1. If the comments were negative, the post was coded as 0. Similar
methods were used in other studies, wherein if a type of social media content was
present, posts were coded as 1, and their absence was coded as 0 [30]. Coding was
performed during each session, and which images were coded as negative or positive
changed at the beginning of each session when posts were generated.

3.2. GUI Application Architecture

In order to implement the UCFS, it was essential to establish a simulated SMA
environment in which the swap could occur. This meant designing an application with
a user interface that could be interacted with by users and produce the data necessary
to evaluate the UCFS. The key requirement of the interface was that it was intuitive
and simple to use, as all SMA layouts should be [18]. The prerequisites for the back-
end system were to provide users with intuitive navigation between posts, functional
buttons that trigger the intended actions, and seamless data collection without missing
any values.

The application was implemented using Python and follows a monolithic
architecture model. All application functionality, including graphical user interface
(GUI) elements, RS calculations, and application flow, were implemented using a
central Python script. This script was split up into a constructor which initialized
the startup values of instance variables for each session and the GUI elements, and
functions that corresponded to different SMA functionalities.

3.2.1. User Interface

The user interface was designed to include the standard elements of mobile SMA UI
design [87]. It was implemented using the Python Tkinter library. Different mobile
devices have different layouts, however a vertical layout is more long than it is wide.
The overall layout size was chosen to follow that dimension, and is 500x700 pixels
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(px). The GUI title is "Social Media Network". The GUI follows an up-down, left-
right layout flow.

The layout elements are separated by three containers. The first container contains
the simulated SMA posts. The majority of the GUI is comprised of the post container,
which contains a 495x495 image that was auto-generated by AI, discussed later in
Section 3.1. The middle container contains the like, comments, and next buttons. The
like button indicates when a post has been liked by changing text. When a post has
not been liked the text reads "Like" and when it has been liked it reads "Liked". The
comments button opens an expandable comment section window. The next button
shows the next post. The bottom container contains the swap button. This button
initializes the UCFS.

Figure 3 shows the initial GUI design. The text in Figure 3 indicates the contents of
each GUI element. There are 5 elements total, not including the main container. Figure
4 shows the final GUI design used by participants in the study. The same number
of elements and general flow were implemented from the initial design. The main
difference is that the post is larger compared to the initial design, and that the spacing
and sizing of the buttons are different from the initial design. In the implementation,
the three buttons beneath the post are placed on an evenly spaced grid from left to right,
with more space in-between to prevent user misclicks.

Figure 3. Initial GUI design. Figure 4. Final GUI design.

Figure 5 shows the application flow when buttons are pressed. The like and
comments buttons do not change the post content. Instead, the like button alters the
value of the like variable from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. The index of the likes array that
corresponds to that post is then altered to 0 or 1. The comments button opens a new
window.

The comment section GUI contains a single container with no background colour. In
Tkinter this defaults to the grey colour seen in Figure 6. The window is large enough
to accommodate the longest possible comments, and also the maximum number of
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Figure 5. Application flow when pressing buttons.

comments per post. The longest comments are 1 sentence long or 15 words long. The
maximum number of comments is 15. The comments are evenly spaced, centrally
aligned Label objects with white backgrounds and black text. This is to make the text
stand out against the background. The comments window can be removed from the
screen by either exiting the comment window, clicking the main GUI and therefore
overlaying the comment window, exiting the main GUI, or pressing the next or swap
button. When the main GUI exit button, next, or swap button are pressed, the previous
post’s comment section is automatically exited.

The next and swap buttons change the post shown to the user. The next button
changes to the next post in the posts queue and pops the previous post. It also reverts
all post-dependent instance variables such as the like variable back to their default
value. In addition, if the current posts queue is 2 posts from being empty, the next 10
posts are generated and added to the queue using CF calculations, which are discussed
in Subsection 3.3.2.

The swap button, located beneath the other three buttons, initializes the UCFS. It is
disabled after being pressed once. The swap functionality is discussed in the UCFS
Functionality section.

3.2.2. Data Structures and Functionality

There were two main requirements that needed to be satisfied by the data structure
and functionality implementation. The first was to ensure that a CF RS could be
implemented within the application’s architecture. The second was to ensure that
user behaviour monitoring and data collection was feasible and could be continuous
throughout a user’s session.

Figure 7 is a unified modelling language (UML) diagram of the Post and User
classes. The Post class represents the unique fields of an SMA post. The User class
represents the unique fields of a user.
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Figure 6. Comment section GUI implementation.

Figure 7. Post and User class UML diagram.

Posts are composed of an identification (ID) number, a Pillow image, comments, a
colour tone, and a polarity. The ID is a number between 1 and 200, as there are 200
total AI generated posts. The Pillow image is one of those 200 posts. The comments
are AI generated comments. There are between 1 and 15 comments generated for each
post. The comments are either all positive or negative. The colour tone is either warm
or cool, represented by 0 or 1 respectively. The polarity is either negative or positive,
and is also represented as 0 or 1 respectively. The polarity determines whether the
comments are positive or negative. The image determines if the tone is warm or cool.

For each user session, 200 posts are generated. The images and corresponding
warm or cool tone, and polarity and corresponding positive or negative comments are
assigned at different indexes and stored in an array of posts. The array is then randomly
shuffled. The posts are randomly shuffled so that each user experiences a different post
order. This randomness ensures that no user session is the same and the post order
does not impact the results.

Users are composed of an ID number, a bias, and likes array. The ID is a value
between 1 and 40. There are 40 generated users per user session. These users are
generated so that CF is applicable. The bias is either warm or cool, represented by
0 or 1. 20 of the users have a bias towards warm and 20 have a bias towards cool.
This ensures an even split of biases in generated users. This even split is necessary to
simulate a FB, explained later in the Filter Bubbles section.

The likes array is a generated array of 200 binary values. The values are either 0 or
1. The indexes of the values correspond to the posts array indexes. For example, if the
value at index 10 of the likes array is a 1, then the post at index 10 in the posts array
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was liked by that user. 0 represents a post not being liked and 1 represents a post being
liked.

When the likes array is first generated, all values are 0. The likes array is then
weighted in favour of the users’ bias. A percentage is generated between 55 and
100, and that percentage of posts with the tone corresponding to the users’ bias are
instantiated as 1. For example, if the user has a bias towards warm tones and the
generated number is 73, then 73% of indexes that correspond to warm post indexes are
instantiated as 1. A second percentage is then generated between 0 and 45 to determine
the number of likes for the opposite tone to the user’s bias. In the same example, if
the percentage is 15 then 15% of indexes that correspond to cool post indexes are
instantiated as 1.

Once the posts array is generated it remains the same for the entire session. However,
which posts are shown and in what order is determined by a CF RS. The users array
is also static once generated, however the participant of the study is initialized as the
41st user at the beginning of their session. One difference between the 41st user and
the 40 generated users is that the likes array values can change. Once the likes array
has been instantiated, its values change based upon whether the 41st user liked or did
not like posts at a specified index. If they did not like the post before changing to the
next one or exiting, the value at that index is set to 0. If they liked it, it is set to 1.

There are a few other key programmatic differences between the 41st user and the
40 generated users. The first is the initial colour preference variable. It is similar
to the bias of the 40 generated users as it also indicates bias towards warm or cool,
represented by 0 and 1, however it is initialized at the beginning of the user session by
the user explicitly indicating their personal colour tone bias.

The second key instance variable is the UCFS variable. This variable dictates
whether the swap button has been pressed. Both the initial colour preference variable
and the UCFS variable dictate which form of CF RS determines the user’s post order.

3.2.3. Data Collection

User behaviour was monitored by timers and triggers during sessions and the resulting
data was collected. There were two forms of user behaviour data collected during
user sessions: instant and delayed metrics. The simulation did not account for long
term user engagement metrics such as application revisits, and therefore only collected
instant and delayed metrics from each session.

Instant metrics included clicks on likes and checking comments. These metrics were
triggered by a button click. Delayed metrics included browsing depth and dwell times
on posts and comments. These metrics were not instantly triggered but instead defined
by a delay of previous behaviour, such as a button click for comments and then a timer
that ended when the user exited that comment section, moved to the next post, or exited
the program.

Data was collected from the user session and stored into comma-separated values
(CSV) files. These files were named with the following format: [user ID]_[tone
preference]_[date]_[type of data]. The user ID was the ID of each human user,
incremented by 1 from 41 for the first participant. The tone preference was the user’s
initial colour preference. The date was the date of the user session. The type of data
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was either likes or time. likes was the user’s likes array before and after the UCFS. time
was a CSV file that was updated every time the user clicked a button, and included the
amount of time they spent on each post and comment section as well as when they
clicked the swap button.

3.3. User Content Feed Swap

The UCFS had three requirements for implementation. The first was to ensure that
the user was starting within a FB. The second requirement was to create a traditional
CF RS to recommend content. The final requirement was to initialize the UCFS by
altering the CF RS.

3.3.1. Filter Bubble Initialization

A key requirement of this thesis is simulating a FB within an SMA. A FB must first be
simulated in order to determine if the UCFS can counteract it. The term FB describes
when a user’s SMF has limited content diversity [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

The likes array mentioned previously is instantiated based upon the initial colour
preference. Using a warm initial colour preference as an example, all warm post
indexes are set to 1 in the likes array, and all cool post indexes are set to 0.

In order to simulate a FB, the user cannot begin at at a middle or reasonable metric.
There must be an empirically precise threshold from which to define the bubble. [3]
One such way is by deducing user link similarity and overlap, in that if the degree of
link similarity is high, there is a higher likelihood of a content bubble [3]. To reverse
engineer this metric, the generated users are automatically placed into two possible
categories, of either having a heavy number of likes towards cool, or towards warm.
The users in these two categories have a very high overlap of similarity, and therefore
with this metric would be considered more likely to be in a FB with limited content
diversity.

The user is then generated with a similarly biased matrix towards warm or cool.
They have 100% bias towards posts in favour of their initial colour bias. From there,
their liked and not liked posts are as they choose in the user session. The way in
which the likes array influenced the post order was by being fed through a collaborative
filtering algorithm.

3.3.2. Collaborative Filtering Technique

This thesis uses a session-based, memory-based collaborative filtering technique.
When considering which type of recommendation system to use, the main factors
to consider are the type of data, how user interactions are treated, and what type of
interaction is sought [42]. In this case, the data is session-based and there are only
200 posts, therefore there is no need to account for scalability. User interactions are
instant and delayed metrics captured on those 200 posts. To collect user interactions,
an interactive GUI functionality that is capable of maintaining data collection as
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interactions change is required. With those three factors taken into account, a memory-
based technique was sufficient for recommendation.

The factors considered when designing a CF technique for this simulation can be
broken down further based upon the type of interactions and feedback expected. Posts,
likes, and comment checks are represented as pt, lt, and ct respectively. Likes and
comment checks count as interactions. dt is the amount of time spent on a post, which
is referred to as dwell time, and cdt is the amount of time spent in a comment section,
referred to as comment dwell time. The number of p observed during an entire session
can be referred to as the browsing depth of the user.

Maximizing engagement means maximizing the l, c, cd, d for each p. For each of
these metrics, there are two states taken into consideration. If S is the state, then S1

is the state prior to swapping and S2 is the state after. For each state, there is a subset
denoting the user engagement within each state.

The collaborative filtering technique used in this simulation has the previously
defined interactions and states to consider. Due to the fact that 40 users are generated,
randomly generating times for dt and cdt is possible. In addition, pt, lt, and ct could
also be randomly generated. However, with so few users this would not improve the
effectiveness of the collaborative filtering technique using a memory-based system in
a simulated FB. Therefore, lt is the input used from users 1-40 and the current user 41
for post recommendations.

Potential collaborative filtering techniques which were applicable in this case
were nearest neighbour analysis or latent factor analysis [54]. Given the lack of
complexity of lt, nearest neighbour analysis was more appropriate. Nearest neighbour
analysis is memory-based and easily applicable to a low complexity session-based RS
[54]. Options within nearest neighbour analysis were cosine similarity, which is a
vector-space model, or a descriptive statistic like Pearson Correlation [39]. Pearson
Correlation is defined in equation 2.

r =

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
√∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2
(2)

Pearson product-moment Correlation coefficients were chosen as the statistical
similarity measure in this CF RS. Pearson Correlation is a common way of calculating
similarity between users or items in recommendation systems [44]. It measures the
strength of the linear relationship between user 41’s lt and lt of the other users. It
returns a value between -1 and 1. -1 indicates a negative linear relationship or negative
correlation. 0 indicates that there is no correlation. 1 indicates a positive linear
relationship or positive correlation.

Pearson Correlation is applicable to lt because of the low dimensionality of the data
and because the lengths of user 41 and the other users’ lt are equal. One issue with this
choice is that it is not scalable like the latent factor model [39]. If a larger data set was
used with higher complexity, Pearson Correlation would not be an optimal choice.

This thesis implements a top-n recommendation, [42] which selects the most
relevant item based on the items liked by the most similar user to the current user.
The users with the top 5 highest positive correlations to the user are chosen, and their
liked posts are selected and shown to the user. If the post has been seen before, then
the next liked post is chosen. The CF algorithm used in this thesis is shown below:
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Algorithm 2. Collaborative Filtering Using Pearson Correlation Coefficient
Input : A list of likes l of size m=200 and a list of users u of size n=40
Output: A list of posts p of size o=10

1 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
2 ci←corrcoef(l,ui.l[0, 1], i)
3 end
4 sort(c)
5 c[−5 :]
6 user ← 0
7 p_indexes←list(range(1, 201))
8 shuffle(p_indexes)
9 for i in p_indexes do

10 if u[user][1].li−1 is 1 and i not in seen_posts_queue and i− 1 not in
added_posts then

11 current_posts_queue← pi−1

12 number_added← number_added+ 1
13 if number_added MOD 2 is 0 then
14 user ← user + 1
15 end
16 end
17 if number_added is 10 then
18 break
19 end
20 end

The ten posts are added to the posts queue and shown in order. When there are only
two posts left in the queue, another ten posts are added. The only time when this is not
the case is during the UCFS.

3.3.3. UCFS Functionality

The UCFS is triggered by the swap button, which is disabled once pressed. Once the
button is pressed, the posts queue is cleared and re-generated. Instead of choosing 10
next posts liked by the most similar users to the current user, the 10 next posts are
chosen from the least similar user. The change to the algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 3. UCFS Algorithm Difference
Input : A list of likes l of size m=200 and a list of users u of size n=40
Output: A list of posts p of size o=10

1 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
2 ci←corrcoef(l,ui.l[0, 1], i)
3 end
4 sort(c)
5 c[0 : 5]
6 ...
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The difference is which users are chosen, c[0 : 5] instead of c[−5 :]. This difference
means that the most negatively correlated users or least similar users are the users
whose liked posts are chosen. Since they are the most negatively correlated, their liked
posts are likely to be comprised primarily of posts that are opposite to the liked post of
the current user 41.

3.4. Trial Protocol

This section gives an overview of the questionnaire given to participants about the
simulated SMA and describes the environment and process of the trial. To see the full
list of questions and answers in the questionnaire, see Appendix A. The questionnaire
was created using Google Forms. Participants completed the form that was opened by
the researcher at the appropriate junctures in the study.

The questionnaire has three sections. The first section is the user information section.
It has a User ID field which corresponds to the user’s ID which distinguishes their
session-specific data. The questionnaire then asks for the participants’ age in three
categories, either 18-24, 25+, or choose not to say.

The second section is completed once the user presses the swap button. The
simulated SMA timer is paused and the user fills out a series of questions on their
bias perception. The first question asks if they detected a bias. If they did not, then
they have completed the first section of the questionnaire and can continue using the
simulated SMA. If they did detect a bias, then they can indicate the bias they noticed.
They indicate if they noticed a bias towards warm data, and then if they noticed a bias
towards cool data. This is an ordinal scale: very positive, moderately positive, slightly
positive, neutral, slightly negative, moderately negative, and then very negative.

Participants are then asked if they pressed the swap button. If they did not, the
questionnaire ends. If they did press the swap button, then the previous questions are
repeated. Finally, the participant is asked if they preferred the content before or after
they pressed the swap button.

The environment chosen for the study was the university campus in private rooms
or areas separate from other students. Participants were recruited on a voluntary basis
through social media reach-outs. A general overview of the study process was offered,
including an estimate of how long the study would take and what participants would be
required to do. This included using a SMA simulation and filling out a questionnaire
about their observations when using the SMA simulation.

Prior to starting their session, participants were given two copies of a participant
consent form that outlined their rights as a participant, the purpose of the study,
researcher contact information, and signatures. One copy was given to the participant
and one copy was kept by the researcher.

Participants were then given a step-by-step explanation of the study, including what
data was being collected and how to use the SMA simulation. The set of tasks given to
the user was simply to use the SMA simulation, even if that meant immediately exiting,
based upon their level of interest in the content and buttons provided. The researcher
did not interfere except when the participant indicated that they wanted to press the
swap button or exit the program. In both cases they were given half of a questionnaire
to fill out. If they chose to exit, the session ended there. If they chose to press the swap
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button, then they would continue using the program, indicate when they wished to exit,
and then fill out the final portion of the questionnaire.

The researcher did not record any user interactions. All user interaction was recorded
via a Python script building an Excel file of their quantitative measurements, including
timer data and button clicks.
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4. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This chapter will present a comprehensive analysis of all the gathered data from the
participant sessions. The first section will examine the descriptive statistics obtained
from the SMA simulation. The next section will examine the questionnaire results.
The subsequent sections will explore the evaluation metrics used to determine if the
UCFS is a suitable solution to counteract FBs. The results of these sections will be
explored using a variety of statistics and visualizations.

Throughout the results the participants are referred to with randomly assigned
letters instead of their user ID’s. The letters are from A-J. User ID’s were visible to
participants during the questionnaire and simulation, and therefore different identifiers
were used and the order of participants was shuffled in order to maintain anonymity.

The SMA simulation data was explored using three Python scripts. The Excel files
were converted into Pandas DataFrames and various operations were performed on
those DataFrames. The questionnaire data was extracted from Google Forms into an
Excel file which was then analyzed in one of the three Python scripts.

4.1. SMA Simulation

The SMA simulation data can be split into instant and delayed metrics. Instant metrics
include button presses, such as how many posts were viewed, how many times posts
were liked, and how many times comments were checked. Delayed metrics include
dwell times, such as how long posts or comments were viewed for.

4.1.1. Instant Metrics

Instant metrics are metrics that can be gathered instantly such as button clicks
[45]. The three buttons monitored in this thesis were the like, comments, and next
buttons. Individual participant statistics will be examined first. After that, the overall
percentages and data patterns are explored.

The individual participants did not press the like button often compared to the
number of posts they viewed by pressing the next button. The participant who liked
the most posts liked 42.31% of posts they viewed. The participant who liked the least
number of posts liked 1.75% of posts they viewed. This means that no participants
liked the majority of posts they saw. The average number of times the like button was
pressed per session was 23.4 times with a standard deviation of approximately 11. On
average users pressed the next button >70 times in a single session. This means that
the majority of participants liked less than 50% of the posts they viewed. In addition,
it means that the number of likes varied greatly between participants.

Table 1 shows the number of times each participant pressed the like, comments, and
next buttons. In the table, l refers to the number of like button presses, c refers to the
number of comments button presses, and n refers to the number of next button presses.
The participants are listed from A-J, followed by the number of button presses of each
button before and after the UCFS.
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Table 1. Participant like, comments, and next button presses

Participant
Before After

l c n l c n

A 23 7 42 13 23 47
B 32 2 123 18 1 112
C 5 20 31 9 35 47
D 19 22 124 4 35 51
E 13 20 25 9 25 25
F 4 9 81 2 38 119
G 1 7 15 0 9 40
H 15 6 28 27 20 87
I 16 8 43 19 26 44
J 2 5 5 3 20 22

Before and after the UCFS, 9 participants pressed the next button more than the other
two buttons. 1 participant pressed the next button as often as they pressed the comments
button. No participant pressed the like button more than the next or comments buttons
before or after the UCFS. Overall, the like button was the least interacted with instant
metric.

6 participants pressed the like button more before the UCFS, while 4 pressed the like
button more after. 8 users pressed the comments button more after the UCFS, while 2
pressed the comments button more before. 2 users pressed the next button more before
the swap, while 8 users pressed the next button more after. With these statistics in
mind, 2 out of 3 buttons were pressed more after the UCFS.

Table 2 shows the overall statistics of the like, comments, and next buttons. It
shows the mean, median, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation of button
presses for each button before and after the UCFS. When comparing the minimums
and maximums of each, there is a considerable difference between the two for each
button.

Table 2. Overall like, comments, and next button press statistics

Before After Before After Before After

µl 13 10.4 µc 10.6 23.2 µn 51.7 59.4
σl 10.11 8.32 σc 7.21 11.65 σn 42.91 34.41

med(l) 14 9 med(c) 7.5 24 med(n) 36.5 47
max(l) 32 27 max(c) 22 38 max(n) 124 119
min(l) 1 0 min(c) 2 1 min(n) 5 22

The coefficient of variation (CV) value was calculated in order to determine how
much the standard deviations of the button clicks varied from the mean. A CV value
>1 is a high value. Like is nearly 1 and >1 before and after the UCFS. Comments and
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next are >1 before and after the UCFS. This indicates a high variance with regards to
how many times users pressed buttons.

For the like button, the number of participants who fell below and above the mean
was stable. 5 fell below and 5 were above before the UCFS, and 6 fell below and 4
were above after. In addition, before the UCFS 1 participant was above the standard
deviation and 2 fell below. After the UCFS, 2 were above and 1 fell below. This
indicates a fairly even distribution around the mean both before and after the UCFS.

7 participants who pressed the comments button before the UCFS were above the
mean, and 3 fell below. After the UCFS, the split was 50-50. 3 of the participants
pressed the next button less than the mean and 7 pressed it more than the mean before
and after the UCFS. The comments button had 4 participants who fell outside the
standard deviation before the UCFS and 5 that fell outside after. The next button had 3
participants who fell outside the standard deviation before and after the UCFS.

Overall, the most interactions that fell outside of the standard deviation were the
comments button clicks. There was significant variation before and after the UCFS.
The like and next buttons had a more uniform distribution before and after the UCFS.
When comparing these statistics before and after the UCFS for all button clicks, the
UCFS did not have a significant statistical impact compared to the baseline. It did,
however, result in more button clicks overall for 2 out of 3 buttons.

4.1.2. Delayed Metrics

Delayed metrics are metrics that are initiated and then require a delay in order to be
recorded [45]. In this thesis, the delayed metric used is dwell time. Dwell time includes
time spent on posts and time spent in comments. This subsection will examine the
individual participant dwell time results, followed by the general dwell time statistics.

Table 3 shows the participant post and comment mean dwell times in seconds. In the
table, p represents the mean post dwell time and c represents the mean comment dwell
time. Each value is the mean of all post dwell times or comment dwell times before
and after the UCFS for each participant.

Users did not spend the same amount of time on posts. 3 users spent approximately
3 seconds on posts on average. 2 of those 3 users spent more time on posts after the
UCFS, while 1 spent less time. 3 users spent more than 6 seconds on posts on average.
2 of those 3 users spent more time on posts after the UCFS, while 1 spent less. Of
those that fell between 4 and 6 seconds of time on posts, 3 spent more time on posts
after the UCFS and 1 spent less time..

Users spent a similar amount of time on comments. Before the UCFS, 9 users
spent between 4 and 6 seconds on comments, while 1 user spent almost 10 seconds
on average on comments. After the UCFS, 8 users spent between 2 and 3.5 seconds
on comments. The same user who spent almost 10 seconds before spent 1 less second
on comments after the UCFS. 1 user was an outlier, and spent 18.73 seconds more on
comments than the next highest time.

The general statistics reveal that overall, dwell times increased by >30 milliseconds
for posts and >1.5 seconds for comments. However, if the one outlier participant,
participant B, is remove from the statistics for the comments and the mean is re-
evaluated, the mean is 3.82 which is nearly 1 second less than before the UCFS.
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Table 3. Participant post and comment mean dwell time in seconds

Participant
Before After

p c p c

A 3.4 4.48 5 3.4
B 9.8 4.1 4.7 27.4
C 5.4 4.05 7 4.23
D 3 3.77 5.7 3.21
E 6.5 3.11 8.4 3.34
F 2.9 9.6 5.9 8.67
G 5.9 3.47 3.5 3.19
H 3.2 4.24 2.7 2.4
I 5.2 5.08 7.5 2.6
J 10.4 5.75 10.9 3.35

Table 4. Overall participant post and comment dwell time statistics

Before After Before After

µp 5.57 6.13 µc 4.77 6.18
σp 2.72 2.42 σc 1.86 7.67

med(p) 5.3 5.8 med(c) 4.17 3.35
max(p) 10.4 10.9 max(c) 9.6 27.4
min(p) 2.9 2.7 min(c) 3.11 2.4

Therefore, overall, participants spent a similar amount of time on posts throughout
their session, and less time on comments after they pressed the swap button.

Using the same formula to determine variation from the mean as with instant metrics,
the standard deviation reveals a high variance from the mean. When this information
is paired with the individual statistics, there is a high variation between the amount of
time users spent on posts.

The maximum and minimum amount of time spent on posts is similar before and
after the UCFS. Both are within 30 milliseconds of each other. The same is true of
the amount of time spent in comments if we exclude the one outlier for the maximum
value. The maximum and minimum are within 1 second of each other with the outlier
excluded.

It is worth noting that the participant that viewed posts for the longest had the
longest time before and after the UCFS. The user with the maximum amount of time
viewing comments also had the longest time before and after the UCFS if the outlier is
excluded. However, the participant with the lowest time changed before and after for
posts and comments. Therefore overall, components tended to retain the attention of
the users who spent the highest amount of time on them, and received more attention
from those with the lowest amount of attention before the UCFS.

Figure 8 breaks down the seconds spent on posts. The y-axis represents the time
in seconds. The x-axis splits the time of each user session into two, before and after
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Figure 8. Seconds spent on posts before and after the UCFS.

the UCFS. The grey dotted line at a1 indicates when the UCFS was initialized and
visually differentiates between before and after the UCFS. The user sessions were not
the same amount of time, and so the sessions were split up based on individual session
times for each participant and then merged to form a uniform graph. X values b1-b10
represent the time before the UCFS separated into 10 sections. X values a1-a10 are the
same but represent times after the UCFS. The time within each section for each user
is averaged and then placed as a point on the chart. The blue lines indicate the trends
for individual participants. The black line represents the average of all participants to
show the overall trend of time spent on posts.

We will examine b1-b10 and a2-a10 as a1 shows a spike due to users pausing longer
on the post in order to answer the questionnaire and is not representative of how long
the post retained their attention. While individual user trends were inconsistent, as for
example one user spiked at a3 while another dipped at a3, the overall downward trend
is similar before and after the UCFS.

There is an overall downward trend before and after the UCFS. This downward trend
indicates a steady decrease in attention as participants looked at more posts. Excluding
a1, there is a spike in time between b10 and a2 that indicates a higher amount of
attention following the UCFS. In addition, after the UCFS the downward trend is less
steep than before. The chart indicates that part of the reason for post time’s higher
average before the UCFS is that users spent more time on posts in a1 compared to
a2. Excluding the spike at a1, on average users had more consistent attention after the
UCFS than before it.

When the individual participant lines are followed, they tend to follow a similar
trend to the average. There are some notable exceptions. For example, one user
spent more time on posts in section b8 than b1-b7, right before they initiated the
UCFS. Another user spent much much more time than the average on posts after the
swap until a5, then fell below the average. Individual participants showed different
patterns, demonstrating that even though there is an overall trend, attention varies
widely between individuals when engaging with content.
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Figure 9 follows the same composition and logic as Figure 8, except it represents the
time participants spent on comments. The general statistics on delayed metrics shown
previously indicated that overall, participants spent less time on comments after the
UCFS compared to before it. When paired with Figure 9 the reason for this becomes
more recognizable.

Figure 9. Seconds spent in comments before and after the
UCFS.

As a whole, users spent an inconsistent amount of time on comments. In some
sections they spent approximately 1 second on comments, then they would spent >3
seconds on comments in the next section, and then dip down again. The black average
line seen in Figure 9 does represent an overall trend, however it is clear from the
individual participant lines that the times of individuals was not consistent enough for
the average to be an accurate representation of overall user behaviour in most sections.

Before the UCFS, the amount of time spent on comments was more erratic than
after. After the swap, participants spent more time on comments between a1-a3, and
then the downward trend began. However, like with post times, the downward trend
was not as steep as before the UCFS. The comments held participants’ attention more
consistently after they pressed the swap button.

4.2. Questionnaire

The questionnaire’s primary goal was to have participants indicate what biases
they detected in the simulated SMA environment they experienced. They analyzed
sentiments of comments and came to conclusions about the underlying biases in those
sentiments. In other words, they engaged in social media sentiment analysis [69].

All 10 participants completed the questionnaire. The majority of participants were
25 years old or older (70%), and the minority were 24 years old or younger (30%). All
of the participants chose to press the swap button and thus participated in the UCFS.
5 participants preferred the content they experienced after the UCFS. 4 participants
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did not have a preference between content before and after the UCFS. One participant
preferred the content before.

Table 5 shows the number of times participants chose a particular response before
and after the UCFS. In Table 5, w refers to warm and c refers to cool. 6 participants
noticed a negative or positive bias towards one or more of the colour tones before the
UCFS, and 4 did not. Of those who noticed, before the UCFS participants were more
likely to choose an extreme polarity when assessing bias. After the UCFS, they chose
less extreme options such as slightly negative more often. After the UCFS, all of the
participants noticed a bias. The bias detection is broken down further in the Evaluation
Metrics section.

Table 5. Self-reported bias detection before and after the UCFS

Participant
Before After
w c w c

Very Positive 4 0 1 3
Moderately Positive 0 0 3 1

Slightly Positive 2 0 1 1
Neutral 1 2 0 0

Slightly Negative 0 2 1 2
Moderately Negative 1 0 2 1

Very Negative 0 4 2 2

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

This section will explore whether this thesis’ proposed solution of a UCFS is a
viable solution for counteracting FBs using two evaluation metrics. The first metric
is how user engagement was impacted by the UCFS. Since SMA companies do not
include features that decrease engagement, it is essential that any proposed solution
to counteract FBs does not decrease engagement. The second metric is how users’
cognitive mapping of the SMA simulated environment was impacted by the UCFS.
Since FBs provide limited content diversity and thus only a particular perspective with
regards to user content, the introduction of the UCFS feature is meant to add nuance or
a different perspective to an otherwise one-toned SMF. If the users’ engagement and
self-reported bias perception shifts after the UCFS, then a different perspective has
been provided. If the UCFS is successful using the two outlined metrics, then it can be
considered deserving of testing in a naturalistic setting.

4.3.1. User Engagement

This subsection will explore how the UCFS impacted user engagement. User
engagement is comprised of two categories: active and passive engagement. Active
engagement corresponds to instant metrics such as likes. Passive engagement
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corresponds to delayed metrics such as dwell time. Both metrics are taken into account
in order to obtain a full picture of the UCFS’s effect on user engagement.

In Figure 10, l represents the like button, c represents the comments button, and p
represents the next button. Figure 10 compares participants based on whether they
pressed the like, comments, and next buttons more before or after the UCFS. For
example, if a participant pressed the like button more before the UCFS, they would
be placed in the before bin for x-axis value l.

In Figure 11, p represents post dwell time and c represents comment dwell time.
The same logic is applied to the before and after bins. Figure 11 indicates more time
spent on posts after the swap, which complements Figure 10 indicating that the same
majority of users pressed the next button more after the swap as well. This indicates
overall increased instant and delayed metrics after the UCFS when it came to post
content.

Figure 10. like, comments, and next
button press comparison before and
after UCFS.

Figure 11. Post dwell time and
comment dwell time comparison
before and after UCFS.

Additionally, previously explored metrics such as the average post time and average
number of times next was pressed complement this. Users spent approximately 1
second more on posts after the UCFS and the majority pressed the next button more.
Figure 8, shown previously, indicated that content retained participants’ attention more
consistently after the UCFS.

There are a few possible reasons why some users may have been less engaged
following the UCFS. One explanation is content fatigue, meaning that as participants
observed the same repetitive form of content, they became fatigued by it. Another
explanation that is related to content is that some of the AI-generated posts may simply
be more interesting to users and suit a user’s personal preference more [37]. Another
explanation is natural human variation as a confounding factor. Individuals can
experience different emotions which may influence participation levels [18]. Another
point to consider is that users are not all equally active at the same rate. Some
users may fall into an observational role at different junctures, while others may be
more consistently actively participating [18]. These explanations may also account
for why participants pressed the like button less following the UCFS, as participants
consistently liked content less after the UCFS.

One questionnaire question asked participants to self-report their preference before
and after the UCFS. 5 participants reported that they preferred the content after the
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UCFS, 4 participants reported that they had no preference, and 1 participant reported
that they preferred the content before the UCFS. This indicates a diversity of opinion
across the board, and this diversity of opinion could also extend to preferences
regarding post content.

Regardless of these individual tendencies and excluding the like button presses, the
majority of participants showed more content-related engagement after the UCFS. The
UCFS had a negative impact on likes. There were 122 participant likes total before the
UCFS, and 112 likes after. That is an 8% drop in likes before and after. With the like
button presses included, only two out of three post-related metrics showed increased
engagement after the UCFS.

Figure 11 indicates that the majority of participants spent more time looking at
comments before the UCFS than after. This indicates that the UCFS had a negative
impact on passive engagement with respect to comments. However, when the number
of times participants pressed the comments button is paired with the comment dwell
time, we see that participants, on average, looked at comments more often after
the UCFS. This shows that they spent less time because they were looking at more
comments overall.

In conclusion, the UCFS had a neutral to positive impact on user engagement for all
metrics except the like button instant metric. Likes decreased by 8% after the UCFS.
However, the number of times users looked at posts, the amount of time they spent,
and the number of comments they checked all increased. While the amount of time
spent on comments decreased, the time spent was distributed across more comments
after the UCFS.

4.3.2. Users’ Cognitive Mapping

This subsection will explore a combination of SMA simulation and questionnaire
results to determine if users’ cognitive mapping was expanded following the UCFS.
This metric is evaluated by accounting for user perception of bias within the simulated
SMA environment and how it corresponds to their instant and delayed metrics.
For example, comparing the number of negative cool-toned posts the user observed
compared to their perception of negative cool-toned bias in the simulated SMA
environment.

The first indication of an expansion of users’ cognitive mapping is whether they
engaged more with a different type of post following the UCFS. Table 6 shows the
number of times users liked posts for or against their initial bias. Likes are only
considered if the user checked the comments before liking the post to ensure that they
were aware of the polarity of the post when liking. In Table 6, w represents posts that
were in favour of their bias or against their non-bias, and a represents posts that were in
favour of their non-bias or against their bias. For example, if the UCFS participant X
prefers warm-toned posts, post 20 is considered w if its comments are positive towards
warm-toned posts, or negative towards cool-toned posts. If the user liked post 20 before
the UCFS, then 1 like would be added to the w section for Participant X in the Before
multi-column.

The results of Table 6 reveal that, with one exception, participants liked posts that
were against their initial bias more after the UCFS. To break this down further, before
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the UCFS only 3 participants liked posts that went against their initial bias after
checking comments. After the UCFS, only 2 participants liked posts that were in
favour of their initial bias.

Table 6. Number of times participant liked posts in favour of their initial bias or against
their initial bias

Participant
Before After
w a w a

A 6 1 0 7
B 1 0 0 1
C 4 0 0 8
D 9 0 0 4
E 0 2 1 8
F 3 0 0 2
G 1 0 0 0
H 4 2 1 14
I 3 0 0 15
J 2 0 0 3

There are a few key factors that must be explored here. One is whether users were
more inclined to like negative or positive posts as a whole, regardless of whether
they were directed towards cool-toned or warm-toned content. 7 participants were
consistent when liking posts of a particular polarity. For example, if they liked
positive posts more before the UCFS, they liked positive posts more after. Of those 7
participants, 2 preferred to like positive posts and 5 preferred negative posts, regardless
of tone. Of the other 3 participants, 1 preferred positive and negative posts equally
before the UCFS then preferred positive after, while the others were either positive
then negative, or negative then positive.

Another factor to consider is the number of posts participants saw of either tone and
polarity. Using a deviation of 4 posts, 7 participants saw just as many posts in favour
of their bias and against their bias. 3 participants saw more posts against their initial
bias than in favour of it. With this statistic considered, the number of posts seen in
favour of or against their bias was unlikely to impact the users’ likes.

Initial bias is the final factor considered. 6 users had a warm bias initially while 4
users had a cool bias. Table 6 indicates consistent results regardless of a users’ initial
bias.

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the self-reported bias towards cool-toned posts
detected before and after the UCFS. It shows that regardless of initial bias, 6
participants detected a higher level of negative bias towards cool-toned posts, while
4 detected no bias or a neutral bias. However, following the UCFS the results show
much more variety.

Before the UCFS only 3 types of answers were given from all 10 participants. After
the UCFS 6 answers or double the number of answer types were given. The increase
in variety and nuance in bias is an indication of cognitive mapping expansion, as new
perspectives have been integrated into participants’ self-reported perception.
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Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the self-reported bias towards warm-toned posts
detected before and after the UCFS. While there is more variation in perception before
the UCFS than with cool-toned posts, once again the amount of variation increases
significantly after the UCFS. Before the UCFS only 4 answer types were given, while
6 answer types were given afterwards.

Figure 12. Self-reported bias detected
before the UCFS towards cool-toned
posts.

Figure 13. Self-reported bias detected
after the UCFS towards cool-toned
posts.

Figure 14. Self-reported bias detected
before the UCFS towards warm-toned
posts.

Figure 15. Self-reported bias detected
after the UCFS towards warm-toned
posts.

In terms of participant accuracy, there are 7 possible bins that participants could
choose from. If the percentage of posts in favour of cool tones is calculated and placed
into 7 evenly spaced bins between 0 and 100, it can be compared to the participant’s
perception. For example, if a participant chose slightly negative (sn), that would mean
the percentage of negative posts they saw would need to fall between 28.6% and 42.9%
to be deemed accurate.

The 7 evenly spaced bins are as follows: Very negative is between 0% to 14.3%.
Moderately negative is 14.4% to 28.6%. Slightly negative is 28.7% to 42.9%. Neutral
is between 43% to 57.2%. Slightly positive is 57.3% to 71.5%. Moderately positive
is 71.6% to 85.8%. Very positive is 85.9% to 100%. Table 7 shows how accurate
participants’ self-reported bias perception was before and after the UCFS. The symbol
x represents an inaccurate self-reported perception of bias and the o represents an
accurate self-reported perception of bias.

Before the UCFS, participants’ self-reported bias perception was accurate 50% of
the time. After the UCFS, participants’ self-reported bias perception was accurate 40%
of the time. However, users’ perception was more accurate with respect to cool-toned
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Table 7. The accuracy of self-report bias perception compared to percentages of biased
posts seen in participants’ SMF.

Participant Cool Warm
Before After Before After

A x o o o
B o o o x
C o o x x
D o o o o
E o o x x
F x x o x
G x x x x
H o o x o
I x x x x
J x x o x

posts after the UCFS. Before the UCFS, in 75% of cases the posts were very positive
or very negative towards a tone. After the UCFS, this percentage accounted for 90%
of posts. Participants were less likely to choose the most extreme bias after the UCFS,
and thus were more likely to be wrong since the bias was an extreme in 90% of cases.
Nonetheless, users were more accurate afterwards when assessing bias in cool-toned
posts.

The UCFS is not meant to make users’ perception more accurate, but rather to
alter their mapping of the bias of the content they perceived. Overall, when the
engagement and questionnaire results are combined there are clear shifts in perspective
from participants. Participants liked posts that went contrary to their initial bias,
engaged more with content overall, and reported a more nuanced view of the biases
they observed in the post comments. This can be considered an enhancement of their
cognitive mapping.
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5. DISCUSSION

Two research questions were posed in this thesis to determine the viability of the UCFS
for counteracting filter bubbles. The first question is: how is user engagement impacted
by the introduction of the UCFS and is user engagement adversely impacted by the
introduction of this solution? The second question is: How is users’ bias perception
impacted by the introduction of this solution and is there a change in cognitive mapping
with regards to the simulated SMA? If the UCFS does not adversely impact user
engagement and leads to a shift in users’ cognitive mapping, then the solution is
deemed viable.

This thesis provides promising evidence supporting the effectiveness of the UCFS
as a solution for mitigating FBs. The results indicate that the UCFS has the potential
to counteract FBs while simultaneously improving user engagement. The UCFS did
not negatively impact user engagement metrics, and in fact, improved most active and
passive engagement measures, such as the number of comments viewed and the time
spent on posts. The UCFS also led to an increase in users’ self-reported bias perception
and a more nuanced view of bias, as evidenced by the higher variance in participants’
bias perceptions after the UCFS compared to before.

Following the UCFS, user engagement improved except for the number of times the
like button was pressed and the time spent on comments. However, upon examining
the frequency of the comments button presses, it was discovered that users spent less
time on comments because they were checking them more frequently. The majority of
participants also spent more time on posts and checked more posts after the UCFS.
Therefore, overall user engagement was not negatively affected by the UCFS. To
confirm the impact on user engagement, future studies should include additional
metrics such as depth-of-viewing and user revisits to the SMA. Additionally, long-
term evaluations should be conducted as user engagement was only measured during
a short session in this study.

Users demonstrated a more nuanced perception of biases after the UCFS. It is
important to note that while users perception was more nuanced, it was also less correct
following the UCFS. The UCFS also had an impact on some users’ preferences. Some
users altered which type of content they preferred, indicating a shift in their perspective
and willingness to actively engage with a differing bias. In conclusion, based on the
user cognitive mapping metric, the UCFS can be deemed to have had an impact on
user perspective. These findings show potential for UCFS to combat FBs while not
negatively affecting user engagement.

There were several limitations present in this thesis. One of the major limitations
is the small sample size. Only 10 participants were involved in the study. With
such a small number of participants, the results were easily skewed by one or more
participants. Another limitation is that this thesis included explicit disclosures of
algorithmic modifications to the users, which could have influenced their receptivity
to it. In a naturalistic settings, users may resist algorithmic changes [79]. Making the
UCFS voluntary is one way of potentially avoiding such resistance.

This solution is meant to serve as a foundation for future studies aimed at
counteracting FBs. In order to establish its practicality, it must be tested on a larger user
base in an uncontrolled, real-world environment. The small sample size of this study
means that its results may be anomalous. Equal opportunity and statistical parity are
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of great importance when determining bias in a recommendation system [10]. These
cannot be ensured with such a small participant pool. In addition, this solution must
be extended to include a latent model-based collaborative recommendation system,
wherein correlation neighbourhoods are inverted to calculate the least correlated items.
The viability of this solution is not guaranteed until it has received thorough long-term
testing in naturalistic setting.
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6. CONCLUSION

This thesis presented a novel approach to promoting content diversity and increasing
awareness of content bias in recommendation systems by counteracting the effects of
FBs. The proposed solution involved providing users with the option to swap content
feeds with their least similar users’ feed. This was done by substituting the correlation
coefficient used in a collaborative filtering recommendation system. The viability of
this solution was tested utilizing a social media network simulation and accompanying
questionnaire.

The findings presented in this thesis demonstrate that the implementation of the
UCFS can serve as a promising counteractive tool for mitigating the negative effects of
FBs on users. The UCFS has been shown to have a positive or neutral impact on user
engagement, as evidenced by the improvements observed in various active and passive
engagement metrics following its deployment. Furthermore, the UCFS has been found
to enhance users’ cognitive mapping by increasing the nuance of their self-reported
bias perception when encountering polarizing content. This nuanced perception was
achieved through curating user content to show them their least similar users’ SMF,
which increased the content diversity they experienced. These findings suggest that
the UCFS may have potential in addressing the issue of FBs and improving the overall
quality of user engagement for users who are in an FB.

While these findings are promising, it is important to note that the current study
had several limitations. For instance, the study was conducted in a highly controlled
simulated SMA environment that may not be reflective of real-world conditions.
Additionally, the study sample was limited to 10 participants.

Given these limitations, it is essential that future research be conducted to determine
whether the UCFS is indeed a viable solution for addressing the issue of FBs. Such
research should be conducted across a broad range of platforms, and should incorporate
larger, diverse populations and contexts to ensure the generalizability of the findings.
Only through such research can we gain a more comprehensive understanding of the
UCFS’s effectiveness in counteracting FBs in naturalistic settings, where a multitude
of variables can impact its performance.
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8. APPENDICES

Appendix A Questionnaire Questions

1. Age
Options: 18-24 | 25+ | Prefer not to say

2. Thinking about the posts and comments you observed, did you notice
any bias towards cool colours or warm colours?
Options: Yes | No

If yes, was the bias towards cool or warm colours? How positive or negative
was the observed bias? Answer the following multiple choice grid based on your
observations:
Cool
Options: Very Positive | Moderately Positive | Slightly Positive | Neutral | Slightly
Negative | Moderately Negative | Very Negative
Warm
Options: Very Positive | Moderately Positive | Slightly Positive | Neutral | Slightly
Negative | Moderately Negative | Very Negative

3. Did you choose to press the "swap" button?
Options: Yes | No

4. Thinking about the posts and comments you observed, did you notice
any bias towards cool colours or warm colours?
Options: Yes | No

If yes, was the bias towards cool or warm colours? How positive or negative
was the observed bias? Answer the following multiple choice grid based on your
observations:
Cool
Options: Very Positive | Moderately Positive | Slightly Positive | Neutral | Slightly
Negative | Moderately Negative | Very Negative
Warm
Options: Very Positive | Moderately Positive | Slightly Positive | Neutral | Slightly
Negative | Moderately Negative | Very Negative

5. Did you prefer the content before or after the swap?
Options: Before | After | No preference
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